


T H A N K  Y O U !  Y O U ' V E  M A D E  U S  S M I L E  A L R E A D Y . . .

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT HEARTS OF GOLD...

You’ve asked us if I would be interested in covering the most important day of your 

lives so far. We know what this means to you...and we want to make it really special. 

Hoepfully you have taken the time to watch some of our wedding videos and it has 

somehow touched you, maybe you envisoned yourself and if you’re emotional like me 

it may have even brought tears to your eyes.

Our couples are not our “clients”, you are not cardboard cut outs that will fit anywhere, 

you are unique and we would love to show who you both are in the most sincere 

and beautiful way. Our passion is in capturing emotional stories - stories with love, 

happiness, joy - heartfelt stories that genuinely mean something to YOU. Stories that 

make you laugh and cry. Stories that make your heart sing...and stories that you will 

still want to relive and share with the people who matter to you many years from now.

When you book your wedding with Hearts of Gold, we like to take time to get to 

know you, your love, your story and your unique style. Everyone is different and your 

personality should shine through. we book a very limited number of weddings each 

year (less than 20), which allows us to get to know our couples a little bit better and 

give them more time and attention. We are more interested in quality than quantity, 

We never rush any part of the day and that’s what makes our video different to 

everyone elses.

THE JOURNALISTIC APPROACH

Shooting in a documentary style, We are quiet and unobtrusive. Our  approach is 

relaxed and natural, focusing on capturing moments as they unfold. Of course, We 

still want to capture all those beautiful spontaneous moments with just the two of you, 

but this is relaxed and natural. I know you’re probably not experienced models so the 

whole approcah to just do whatever will not work and make you feel uncomfortable. 

The most important thing is that you feel comfortable and if we need to help you with 

a bit of directing we will, overall we want you to love your wedding video and feel 

beautiful.

NATURE

Born in Brazil I spent my childhood climbing trees and breathing in the country side 

air. We moved to Ireland when I was a teen and my love for this beautiful Island 

flourished. We are very much inspired by nature and the outdoors.



“ Danilo we have just managed to 

recompose our selves to write you this 

e-mail. Thank you, from the bottom of our

hearts for the wonderful film you created

for us. We have watched it about 10 times

and I don’t know how to put to words all

the feelings, thank you for capturing every

moment with such love and passion, it was

mazing to relieve our day through our film.

You made us feel so at easy and it was just

like you said it would be, thank you for

being more than a videographer, you were

a friend to us. I had no doubt the we chose

Hearts of Gold but you still managed to

blow us away.”

N&A



P H O T O G R A P H Y  -  C O V E R A G E  +  P R I C E S  +  E X T R A S

TRAVEL
We love to travel and no distance is too great or small. 

We could find ourselves anywhere in the world, so travel is quoted separately. 

We love to fly to you... and don’t mind economy seating.

BOOKING
A booking fee of €500 and a signed wedding contract secures my services for your date. 

Unfortunately I can’t hold or ‘pencil in’ dates without the booking fee.

THE WHOLE STORY

• Three days coverage: Rehearsal dinner (4 hours) / 

• Wedding Day Coverage (12 hours) / Day After (4 hours)

• 40 - 60 second Instagram Trailer

• 3-5 minute wedding preview.

• 15-20 minute wedding film covering the highlights from all three days.

• Full Speeches

• Provided to you on USB drive in one of our bespoke branded boxes.

€5000

THE FULL STORY

• Coverage from morning preparations 

up to first dance.

• 3-5 minute wedding preview.

• 9-12 minute wedding film

covering the highlights from the day.

• 40-60 minute ceremony + speeches 

• Provided to you on USB drive in one 

of our bespoke branded boxes. 

THE SHORT STORY

• Coverage from morning preparations 

up to first dance.

• 60 second wedding trailer.

• 4-6 minute wedding film

covering the highlights from the day.

20-40 minute ceremony video.

• Available via direct download online. 

€2000

€    2700



“ Dan, I will try to be brief

because even writing this is bringing 

tears to my eyes. I have no words to 

describe our love for what you have 

created for us. You captured all the little 

and big moments of our day. We will 

treasure every laugh and tear forever.

All my family and friends cried with 

us watching it and that’s a compliment 

to you. Thank you for making us feel 

so relaxed and showing us how truly 

amazing our wedding was”.

From the bottom of our hearts,

Thank you!

P&M



P H O T O G R A P H Y  -  C O V E R A G E  +  P R I C E S  +  E X T R A S

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

Tailor your package to what you love...

STILLS    €300
These are stills exported from your film - this online gallery and slideshow are perfect for 

sharing all of the highlights from your day with friends and family. 

Note: These are not photographs, so if you’re after an album or love a printed outcome, we can 

recommend lots of amazing photographers.

SPEECHES €200
Relive every hilarious, cringe-worthy and emotional moment from your speeches in their 

entirety.

REHEARSAL DINNER €500
Capture the build-up and excitement of the pre-wedding celebrations.



HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE?

We hope that you can tell by our work that we love to capture moments 

as they unfold. I would describe our work as natural and creative 

documentary, meaning we like to be unobstrusive but also to use our 

creativity to create your beautiful wedding film. Every wedding is unique 

and every couple is different so ultimately each of our films is different to 

the last, because we want to create YOUR wedding film, UNIQUE to YOU. 

If you watch my films, I hope you will see that every wedding is completely 

unique to the two people getting married. I don’t impose a style on any of 

my weddings. Some are fast-paced with hundreds of guests rocking it on 

the dancefloor, while others are just two people getting married on top of 

a mountain. It’s so important to me that your film embody who you are as 

people and what the day was about...an honest reflection of the best and 

most memorable moments of the celebration.

 

DO WE PICK THE MUSIC OURSELVES?
The music is such a massive part of how we tell your story and we often 

spend as much time finding the right tracks as we do editing your film. 

We want to choose something that is unique to the both of you, and that 

communicates the story of your day.

*All of our music is licensed as we feel it’s very important to support the 

wider creative community, but we’d love to have a chat with you about the 

sort of stuff you listen to.

WHERE ARE YOU BASED?
We are based in the West of Ireland, but we love to travel – nationally and 

internationally, where ever your story takes you, we’d love to be there to 

tell it.

HOW DOES IT WORK IF I BOOK YOU FOR AN 

INTERNATIONAL WEDDING?
We usually arrive one to two days before the wedding - this is a great 

opportunity to meet in person (if we haven’t already) and to scout out the 

location for the event ahead, we also do that to guarantee we are there and 

ready. It ca be fun to do an adventure session before the wedding too, this 

will take away all the pre-wedding nerves(guaranteed).

HOW LONG UNTIL WE SEE OUR WEDDING 

FILM? 
Your wedding film will be ready between 8-12 weeks after your wedding. 

We know how eager you are to see everything we’ve captured so you will 

never be waiting any longer than 12 weeks. The editing process takes time 

to perfect and because each film is hand-crafted to tell your unique story 

we really don’t like to rush this part.

HOW WILL WE RECEIVE OUR WEDDING 

FILM? 
You’ll receive your film and highlights on an online link, where you can 

download, share it with friends and family and post online (similar to the 

ones you’ve seen on our site and Instagram page). A few weeks after that 

you’ll also get these on a USB drive(depending on the package you have 

chosen) and one of our Hearts of Gold branded boxes (depending on the 

package you have chosen).

HOW CAN WE KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOU?
We generally keep in touch via email, but hopefully we’ll also get the 

opportunity to catch up over a coffee as well (we love coffee!). If logistics 

don’t allow for this, then we can chat over the phone and Skype so feel free 

to text with any questions or queries after you’ve booked.

HOW DO WE GO ABOUT BOOKING?
YAY!!! Once you’ve made the decision to book us, all you need to do is 

forward the booking fee, this can be done by bank transfer (ireland) and by 

STRIPE or TRANSFERWISE( INternational only). I will send through the 

contract and bank details. Once the deposit is paid, your package selected 

and the contract sent back, we are all set to go!

We Look forward to hearing from you!

Dan, Hearts of Gold

FAQs



We are super excited you’re considering Hearts Of Gold.  

Drop us an email and we can organise a quick Facetime or Skype 

and chat through all of your plans for your day.

W W W . H E A R T S O F G O L D . I E




